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Abstract Although significant advances in our understanding
of the cognitive and neural processes involved in conscious
awareness have occurred in recent years, the precise mecha-
nisms that support consciousness remain elusive. Examining
the neural correlates associated with the moment a stimulus
enters or exits conscious awareness is one way to potentially
identify the neural mechanisms that give rise to consciousness.
In the present study, we recorded neural activity using electro-
encephalography (EEG) while participants observed a bilateral
shape-from-motion (SFM) display. While the display is in
motion, the observer perceives an object that is immediately
segregated from a noisy background. After the motion stops,
the observer’s experience of the object remains momentarily in
awareness, before it eventually fades out of consciousness
back into the noisy background. Consistent with subjective
reports of perceptual experience, we observed a prominent
sustained posterior contralateral negativity known as the
contralateral delay activity (CDA). This activity was sus-
tained only in conditions associated with sustained awareness.
Interestingly, the amplitude of the CDA was correlated with

individual differences in visual awareness, suggesting that this
activity plays a significant role in the maintenance of objects
in consciousness. The CDA is typically associated with visual
short-term memory (VSTM), suggesting that conscious visual
awareness may be mediated by the same neural and cognitive
mechanisms that support VSTM. Our results demonstrate that
the CDAmay reflect the contents of conscious awareness, and
therefore can provide a measure to track when information
moves in and out of consciousness.
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Understanding how conscious experience arises from neural
activity has been described as one of the most important
questions facing science this century (Miller, 2005). Currently,
however, we know very little about the neural processes that
give rise to conscious experience. One of the problems facing
consciousness research is the methodological challenge inher-
ent to objectively measuring subjective phenomena. One
approach has been to examine how a visual stimulus transi-
tions from conscious awareness to “unawareness,” while
holding the physical stimulus constant (Tong, Nakayama,
Vaughan, & Kanwisher, 1998). While such studies describe
the neural processes associated with conscious relative to
unconscious perception, themechanisms that enable the main-
tenance of awareness remain less clear.

In the present study, we attempted to capture the transition
between states of conscious awareness using a shape-from-
motion (SFM) paradigm (Regan, 1986, 2000). In this para-
digm, fragmented line drawings of object stimuli are embedded
among a background of randomly distributed line segments,
making it initially impossible to distinguish the object from the
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background. Only when the object begins to move in a direc-
tion counter to that of the background does it become possible
to perceive and recognize the object. Interestingly, when the
motion stops, there is a brief period of time when the object can
still be perceived, as its line fragments quickly seem to “fade”
into the background (for a demo, see www.psych.utoronto.
ca/~ferber/demos/sfmdemo.html). In other words, the aware-
ness of the object percept is present where previously no
awareness had existed (i.e., prior to the motion onset). This
persistence of awareness, however, does not occur when the
line fragments are removed from the display at the instant
when motion stops. Moreover, the length of persistence has
been shown to be independent of attentional manipulations
(Ferber & Emrich, 2007) and to improve performance in
objective sensitivity measures (Wallis, Williams, & Arnold,
2009), indicating that persistence represents a measurable
change in perceptual awareness rather than a change in either
response biases or attentional states.

A number of functional neuroimaging studies have attemp-
ted to identify the neural substrates subserving persistence
during SFM (Ferber, Humphrey,&Vilis, 2005; Large, Aldcroft,
& Vilis, 2005; Strother et al., 2011; Wong, Aldcroft, Large,
Culham, & Vilis, 2009). These studies have revealed that
perceptual persistence is associated with sustained activation
in the ventral visual pathway, particularly in the object-sensitive
lateral occipital complex (LOC; Ferber et al., 2005; Large et al.,
2005), as well as in the primary visual cortex (Strother et al.,
2011). However, it remains unclear what precise neurobiolog-
ical mechanisms mediate the persistence of perceptual aware-
ness. That is, how does the visual systemmaintain awareness of
a stimulus when the features supporting that percept are no
longer present? According to the global workspace theory of
consciousness, sensory percepts become conscious by being
broadcast within a global workspace, which functions as a
temporary storage system (Baars, 1993, 2005). Short-term
memory has been proposed as a likely contributor to the
cognitive architecture of this workspace (Block, 2007; Crick
&Koch, 1990). As such, perceptual persistence may represent
a type of visual short-term memory (VSTM) for segregated
perceptual forms (Ferber & Emrich, 2007).

If the persistence of awareness in SFM reflects the mainte-
nance of object information in VSTM, then the event-related
potential (ERP) associated with VSTM should be observed
during perceptual persistence. Specifically, VSTM is associat-
ed with the contralateral delay activity (CDA) that is present
throughout the duration of the delay period of change detection
tasks. The amplitude of the CDA scales with the number of
objects maintained in memory and predicts individual differ-
ences in VSTM capacity (Vogel & Machizawa, 2004), sug-
gesting that this activity closely reflects the contents of
memory. Moreover, this activity has also been associated with
maintaining task-relevant information in awareness (e.g., dis-
tractors during a visual search task: Emrich, Al-Aidroos, Pratt,

& Ferber, 2009), and it corresponds to the number of attended
moving targets (Drew&Vogel, 2008). Thus, the CDA not only
appears to reflect the activity during the delay period of a
typical VSTM task, but it may also reflect the contents of
visual awareness and perception.

Therefore, in order to capture the neural signature of an
object that enters and exits conscious awareness, we examined
the ERPs elicited during perceptual persistence generated in a
lateralized SFM task. If VSTM-like neural mechanisms
mediate conscious awareness, then the CDA should be
elicited during perceptual persistence. Moreover, if this ac-
tivity truly reflects perceptual awareness, it should be associ-
ated with individual differences in subjective reports of
persistence.

Experiment 1A

Method

Participants

A group of 16 individuals with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated in this study. Three of these participants
were excluded from the analyses due to high trial rejection
rates (see below), resulting in a total of 13 participants (11
female, 2 male; ages 18–27 years, M 0 20, SD 0 2; all but 2
were right-handed). All participants provided written informed
consent, and all procedures were approved by the University of
Toronto Research Ethics Board.

Stimuli and procedure

Shape-from-motion task For the SFM task,we used a bilateral
display that consisted of circular animations presented on
either side of a central fixation cross (Fig. 1a). The animations
consisted of fragmented line drawings of objects presented
among randomly scrambled lines, each animation having a
diameter subtending 13º of visual angle. Each trial began with
a 300-ms display of the fixation cross, followed by a centrally
presented arrow appearing 2º of visual angle above the fixation
cross for 200 ms. After the arrow cue, there was a delay
consisting of only the fixation cross, with a randomly selected
duration of 200, 250, 300, 350, or 400 ms. The first frame of
the animation was then presented statically for 200 ms, after
which the object began moving in counterrotation relative to
the background. The participants were instructed to attend only
to the animation on the arrow-cued side while maintaining
central fixation. The motion lasted for 1,200 ms, and the start
position of each animation was randomized. Once the motion
had stopped, the line fragments of the object either would
remain on the display (persistence condition) or would be
removed entirely, leaving only the scrambled line background
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(vanish condition), and participants indicated with a button-
press when they could no longer perceive the attended object.
This postmotion display remained for 3,000 ms, completing
one trial. Participants performed 80 trials per condition per
side, resulting in 320 trials in total. Perceptual persistence
was measured by calculating reaction times (RTs) for both
the persistence and vanish conditions, measured from the offset
of motion to the buttonpress. One participant was excluded due
to abnormally fast RTs, indicating improper task performance.

Memory capacity estimate Prior to the SFM task, behavioral
VSTM capacity was estimated using a change detection task
similar to that of Vogel, Woodman, and Luck (2001). Partic-
ipants had to maintain one to four or six uniquely colored
squares in memory for a 1,200-ms delay period and to indicate
whether any changes occurred between the sample and probe
arrays. There were 30 trials presented per set size, for a total of
150 trials. An electroencephalogram (EEG) was not recorded
during this task. Memory capacity (k) was estimated by apply-
ing the Pashler–Cowan formula—k 0 set-size ! (hits – false
alarms) (Cowan, 2001; Pashler, 1988)—and we chose the
participants’ highest score among the set sizes as their memory
capacity estimate.

Electrophysiological recording and analysis

EEG recordings were obtained using a BioSemi ActiveTwo
system (www.biosemi.com) with 64 active Ag/AgCl electro-
des, digitally recorded at 512 Hz, mounted on an elastic cap
with channel locations configured according to the interna-
tional 10/20 layout. The electrophysiological data were ana-
lyzed using the EEGLAB software (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/
eeglab/). The data were downsampled to 256 Hz, and a
band-pass filter of 0.01–30 Hz was applied offline to the
EEG. Trials containing large horizontal eye movements and/
or eye blinks (>30-μV horizontal electrooculogram [HEOG]
step-like artifacts and >80-μV vertical electrooculogram
[VEOG] peak-to-peak threshold) were excluded from the anal-
ysis. The data of 2 participants with trial rejection rates over
40% in any condition were rejected; the remaining participants
had an average rejection rate of 4% per condition.

ERPs were computed for a window of 3,000 ms and were
time-locked to the onset of the static image, with a baseline
correction of 200 ms preceding motion onset, which coincided
with the delay after the arrow cue. Difference waves were
calculated by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral channels
and then collapsing across presentation sides, resulting in a

Fig. 1 (a) Schematics of the shape-from-motion task, adapted to a
bilateral display to allow for lateralized event-related potential (ERP)
analysis. Participants were instructed to shift their attention to the
arrow-cued side for the remainder of the trial while keeping their eyes
on the central fixation cross. During the animation phase, both images
rotated at a rate of 25 frames per second, with the object moving in
counterrotation to that of the scrambled line background. Once an
object was rotated to a 45º tilt, it would reverse its rotation. After the
animation, in the persistence condition the fragmented lines of the

object remained; in the vanish condition, however, they were removed
immediately when motion stopped. Participants pressed a button as
soon as they could no longer perceive the object after motion offset.
The lines of the object are highlighted here for display purposes. (b)
Task schematics for Experiment 1B. The only difference in this version
is that participants responded after a fixed duration (2,000 ms follow-
ing motion offset) and indicated using a three-choice button response
how long the object lasted in their percept. ERP analyses for both
versions were time-locked to the onset of information (still image)
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CDAmeasure for the persistence and vanish conditions. For all
ERPs, the analysis was restricted to the 12 posterior channels
that demonstrated maximal CDA activity: CP5/CP6, P3/P4,
P5/P6, P7/P8, P9/P10, and PO3/PO4. Mean amplitudes were
computed for four windows of the ERP: The first window (w1)
was from 1,100–1,300ms, which corresponded to the very end
of the motion phase; the second window (w2), from 1,700–
1,900ms, corresponded to 300ms post-motion-offset; the third
(w3) and fourth (w4) windows corresponded to immediately
before and after the average subjective estimation persistence
(2,500–2,700 ms and 2,700–2,900 ms). The mean amplitudes
were submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA with the
factors Condition and Site. Pearson correlations were also
computed between individual ERPs and the behavioral RTs.
In all of the windows of interest, we found no significant
interactions between electrode site and condition, so only main
effects of amplitude are reported.

Results

Behavior

Consistent with previous behavioral results, perceptual persis-
tence judgments were significantly longer for the persistence
condition (M 0 1,275 ms) than for the vanish condition (M 0
511), F(1, 12) 0 71.46, p < .001. Thus, the subjective aware-
ness of the object was maintained for longer in the persistence
condition than in the vanish condition. The visual short-term
memory capacity estimates for all 13 participants had an aver-
age of 3.5 items, with a range of 2.8–4.4.

ERPs

The primary question of interest in the present study was
whether the CDAwas present during the period of perceptual
persistence observed after the motion stopped. Overall, we
observed a general negative sustained ERP contralateral to the
attended display (i.e., the CDA) starting at the onset of motion
(see Fig. 2, w1 results), with no significant difference in mean
CDA amplitudes between the persistence (M 0 –1.000) and
vanish (M 0 –0.710) conditions, F(1, 12) 0 0.984, MSE 0
3.481, p 0 .341. After the motion stopped (Fig. 2, w2 results),
there was a significant difference in the mean CDA ampli-
tudes between the persistence (M 0 –1.542) and vanish
(M 0 –0.278) conditions, F(1, 12) 0 23.565, MSE 0 62.344,
p < .001. That is, in the vanish condition, the CDAwas only
present while the figure–ground-inducing cue was present
(i.e., during motion); in contrast, in the persistence condition,
the amplitude of the CDAwas sustained even after the motion
stopped. Importantly, the amplitude of the CDA in the vanish
condition immediately after the motion stopped was not sig-
nificantly different from zero, t(77) 0 –1.384, p 0 .17. In other
words, immediately after the motion stopped, the CDA was

present only when the participants had subjective awareness
of the object percept, suggesting that this activity was associ-
ated with conscious experience of the object in the SFM
display. When the perceptual awareness disappeared (i.e., in
the vanish condition), so too did the CDA.

If the CDA is in fact related to awareness of the visual
percept, rather than to other factors (e.g., attention to the stim-
ulus or motion perception), we should expect the amplitude of
the CDA to be greater for those participants who experienced
longer persistence. Accordingly, we correlated individual
reports of persistence (i.e., RTs) with change in the mean

Fig. 2 (a) The contralateral delay activity (CDA), calculated by sub-
tracting ipsilateral from contralateral activity, time-locked to the onset
of motion through 1,800 ms after motion offset and divided into four
analysis windows of 200 ms each (*p < .05, **p < .01). We found the
characteristic CDA to be around 1,000 ms, which can be attributed to
the animation motion. There is no significant difference between the
two conditions at the w1 window. At w2, we see significant differences
in mean amplitudes between the persistence and vanish conditions; in
the persistence condition the CDA is sustained, whereas in the vanish
condition the CDA seems to return to baseline. Critically, at w3, which
approaches the end of the average judged persistence, we still see a
significant difference in amplitude between the two conditions, and this
difference disappears at w4—capturing the neural signature of the
object fading out of consciousness. (b) We replicated our Experiment
1A results with a modified version of the SFM task controlling for any
potential response-contingent influences on the ERP waveform. Although
there was no reaction time information in this experiment, examiningw4 at
the same time period as in Experiment 1A confirmed that the CDA in the
persistence condition became no different than that in the vanish condition
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CDA amplitudes between the persistence period (i.e., after
motion offset) and the motion period, revealing that stop RTs
were significantly correlated with the change in CDA ampli-
tude, r 0 –.625, p 0 .022 (Fig. 3). This negative relationship
between the duration of persistence and CDA amplitude indi-
cates that not only is persistence associated with the CDA, but
that the CDA increases in amplitude during perceptual persis-
tence: the greater the increase in CDA amplitude after motion
stops, the longer the object persists in awareness. In contrast, no
correlation was observed between vanish RTs and the change in
CDA amplitude in the vanish condition, r 0 –.266, p 0 .287.

Finally, we attempted to examine whether the CDA meas-
ures the transition between states of awareness. That is, given
the temporal resolution of EEG, it should be possible to
demonstrate that the amplitude of the CDA decreases as the
percept fades from awareness. To examine this question, we
compared the amplitudes of the CDA in two 200-ms windows
immediately before and after the average subjective reports of
awareness (Fig. 2a, w3 and w4 results). This analysis revealed
that the significant difference in amplitudes between the per-
sistence and vanish conditions was sustained through the
window immediately prior to the average perceptual persis-
tence (2,500–2,700 ms; M 0 –1.171 and M 0 –0.329, respec-
tively), F(1, 12) 0 5.765, MSE 0 27.602, p 0 .033. Critically,
looking at the later window of 2,700–2,900 ms, we found no
significant differences in mean amplitudes between the per-
sistence (M 0 –0.944) and vanish (M 0 –0.423) conditions,
F(1, 12) 0 1.870, MSE 0 10.594, p 0 .197. In other words,
changes in CDA over time corresponded to participants’
subjective reports of when the percept faded from aware-
ness, providing further evidence that the CDA is associated
with the persistence of awareness during an SFM task.

The fact that the participants withheld their responses for a
longer period during the persistence condition may have con-
tributed to the present pattern of the CDA, as other compo-
nents relating to the response (such as the lateralized readiness
potential) could be present during this period. Although a
comparison of the CDA amplitudes across hemispheres dur-
ing w2 in the persistence condition revealed no significant

difference, F(1, 12) 0 3.524, MSE 0 144.793, p 0 .085, we
conducted a second experiment to address this possible alter-
native explanation of our findings.

Experiment 1B

Method

Participants

A group of 10 individuals with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated in this study. Two of the participants were
excluded from the analyses due to high trial rejection rates
(see below), resulting in a total of 8 participants (4 female, 4
male; ages 19–28 years, M 0 21, SD 0 3; 7 right-handed).

Stimuli and procedure

The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1A, with the
exception that we modified the design of the SFM task by
instructing participants to withhold any response during the
postmotion display. After the postmotion display, which we also
changed to 2,000 ms, participants were given three response
options—“short,” “medium,” or “long”—and were asked to
select which response corresponded best to their subjective
judgment of how long the object had persisted after the motion
offset (Fig. 1b).

Results

Behavior

During the persistence condition, participants on average rated
144 of 160 trials as either “medium” or “long,” while in the
vanish condition they rated only 16 of 160 trials as either
“medium” or “long,” t(15) 0 –19.514, p < .001. These results
are consistent with those of Experiment 1A, confirming that
the subjective awareness of the object was maintained for

Fig. 3 Behavioral judgments
of persistence during the
persistence condition
were negatively correlated
with change in CDA amplitude
(r 0 –.625, p 0 .022)
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longer in the persistence condition than in the vanish
condition. The visual short-term memory capacity estimates
for all 8 participants had an average of 3.6 items, with a range
of 2.4–5.2.

ERPs

The data from 2 participants with trial rejection rates over 25%
in any condition were rejected; the remaining participants had
an average rejection rate of 7.4% per condition. The same time
windows were examined, with the exception of w3, as the
responses contained no RT information. We did, however,
include w4 in the analysis, based on the assumption that the
persistence effect would likely have ended by that time period
for the majority of participants.

The same pattern of results was observed in this experi-
ment, replicating our initial findings. At w1, the mean CDA
amplitudes between the persistence (M 0 –0.660) and vanish
(M 0 –0.694) conditions did not differ significantly, F(1, 7) 0
0.025, MSE 0 0.027, p 0 .879 (Fig. 2b, w1 results). After
motion stopped, we did see a difference in the mean CDA
amplitudes between the persistence (M 0 –1.121) and vanish
(M 0 –0.115) conditions, F(1, 7) 0 6.435,MSE 0 24.430, p 0
.039 (Fig. 2b, w2 results). Finally, at w4, presumably after the
duration of the persistence effect, the mean CDA amplitude of
the persistence condition (M 0 –0.917) no longer differed
from that of the vanish condition (M 0 –0.380), F(1, 7) 0
1.601, MSE 0 6.924, p 0 .246 (Fig. 2b, w4 results).

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that a sustained negative ERP contra-
lateral to the attended display (i.e., the CDA) was observed
during SFM perception. Importantly, immediately after the
offset of motion, this activity was only sustained when the
subjective awareness of the object persisted (i.e., in the per-
sistence condition but not the vanish condition), and the
decrease of the CDA corresponded to the disappearance of
the percept from awareness. Moreover, the amplitude of the
CDA was significantly correlated with individual differences
in the duration of perceptual persistence. Thus, these results
demonstrate that the CDA may be an electrophysiological
marker of perceptual awareness. This study adds to the grow-
ing number of ERPs that have been associated with states of
consciousness, such as the visual awareness negativity and the
late positivity components (Railo, Koivisto, & Revonsuo,
2011). Importantly, however, the findings observed here
revealed that the CDA is sensitive to the fairly quick transition
between states of visual awareness. In other words, while
other ERPs have been shown to be associated with the pres-
ence or absence of awareness, the CDA appears to reflect the

state of sustained awareness, as well as capturing the time
course of information as it transitions out of consciousness.

One alternative possibility is that the decrease in the ampli-
tude of the CDA observed in the vanish condition does not
reflect a change in subjective awareness, but instead reflects
the loss of information from the display. We can rule out this
alternative, however, given the gradual decrease in the CDA in
the persistence condition. That is, even though the physical
stimulus remains constant, the CDA in the persistence condi-
tion eventually becomes statistically indistinguishable from
that of the vanish condition. Instead, this decrease likely
reflects the loss of perceptual awareness experienced by the
observers.

Overall, these findings are consistent with evidence from
studies of memory (McCollough, Machizawa, & Vogel,
2007), perception (Robitaille & Jolicœur, 2006), visual search
(Emrich et al., 2009), and object tracking (Drew & Vogel,
2008) that show that the CDA is associated with the focus of
conscious processing. Importantly, this study provides the first
direct evidence that the CDA reflects the contents and time
course of conscious awareness. In other words, the CDA may
in part reflect a neuronal global workspace for conscious
awareness (Dehaene, Changeux, & Naccache, 2011), as this
component is evident whenever visual information is made
the object of conscious awareness.

In addition, the finding that the CDA is present during
perceptual persistence supports the proposal that persistence is
mediated by VSTM (Ferber & Emrich, 2007). Moreover, these
findings also support theories positing that VSTM is critical to
visual awareness (Baars, 1993; Churchland, 2007; Crick &
Koch, 1990). The mnemonic process subserving persistence,
however, is unlikely to be identical to the process that supports
VSTM for simple shapes and features, as VSTM capacity was
not correlated with the duration of perceptual persistence, nor
with the amplitude of the persistence CDA (r 0 –.113, p 0 .714,
and r 0 –.225, p 0 .460, respectively), indicating partially
independent cognitive and neural processes. That is, whereas
simple colored shapes may be maintained by areas or networks
specialized for processing color information, the maintenance
of object information during SFM is likely mediated primarily
by object-sensitive LOC (Ferber et al., 2005). In both cases,
however, the CDA may reflect the neural mechanism that
mediates the sustained online processing of relevant region-
specific information. This proposal is consistent with theories
positing that short-term memory is an emergent property of
perceptual and motor processes (Postle, 2006). Alternatively,
the CDA in the present context may reflect the synchronization
between higher visual areas and primary visual cortex, as
both VSTM (Harrison & Tong, 2009; Serences, Ester, Vogel,
& Awh, 2009; Super, Spekreijse, & Lamme, 2001) and per-
ceptual persistence (Large et al., 2005; Strother et al., 2011)
are associated with sustained activity in early visual cortex. In
other words, the CDA may reflect reentrant processing and
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synchronization between primary and secondary visual corti-
ces that enables information to be maintained online (Lamme,
2010).

In summary, the results of the present study demonstrate
that the CDA can be used as a reliable measure of perceptual
awareness. In addition, the sustained nature and temporal
precision of the CDA enable us to measure the neural corre-
lates associated with the awareness of an object as it fades in
and out of consciousness. Thus, the results suggest that per-
ceptual awareness may be mediated by neural mechanisms
similar to those that support VSTM. Consequently, these
findings may have significant implications for the relationship
between the CDA, VSTM, and conscious awareness.
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